The Employee’s Own Watch
An interesting innovation in
management and imagination.

History and Examples of
Waltham Employee Watches
• The initial start up at Waltham was based on Dennison’s concept of an
8 day watch.
• Dennison was unable to bring his design to operation.
• Nelson P. Stratton was brought in and developed a re-designed 30 hour
watch using as much of the existing material as possible.
• Dennison contracted with the Marsh Brothers to produce a working 8
day watch.
• Part of their compensation was a pair of personal watches based on
their design.
• Daniel Bucklin Fitts used an 8 day ebauche to produce a watch for his
own use.

The 8 day watches
These watches are generally
considered to be the first watches
made by Waltham (in Roxbury)
Howard, Davis &
Dennison No. 3

Howard, Davis
& Dennison No. 16

D. B. Fitts
Employee Watch

Boston Watch Co
•
•
•
•
•

Howard, Davis & Dennison was a partnership
American Horologe was a trade name
Warren Manufacturing Co. was a trade name
The first incorporated company was Boston Watch Co.
The first watches were marked Warren, Boston from No. 18 to
about 110
• The next group were marked Samuel Curtis, Roxbury with a very
similar finish but without the stop works found on the Warren
examples
• Depending on whether the Marsh brothers or Stratton finished their
project first, Warren No. 18 may have been the first machine made
watch in Roxbury rather than Howard, Davis & Dennison No. 1

Andrew Warren was an employee of the
Boston Watch Co. He may have finished this
watch for a family member. It is fitted with
stop works which is normally not found on the
Curtis watches.

Boston Watch Co

John Collins Warren was the surgeon in the first operation performed with general
anesthesia. He died in 1856. This watch is possibly a memorial to him.

Samuel Curtis No. 212

John Warren, Milton (Curtis 170?)

Private Label, Employee,
Experimental
• Watches that differ from the standard production fall into three
broad groups
1.

Private Label watches finished with the name and possibly
features and finish details specified by the purchaser.
Employee watches finished in some way that distinguishes them
from normal production. Most often these are finish upgrades
from the regular product grade to a higher grade.
Experimental watches that use standard ebauche material, but
make a radical departure from the original design. These may
have very little in common with the standard product.

2.

3.

•

Patent models are a special case of experimental watches.

C. J. Babcock Spring
Detent Chronometer
Earnshaw spring detent with nice
engraved potence on detent foot.
Ebauche is KW16 No. 210113 with the
first digit removed.
Cased in a Henry Wing case as made
for Paul Chamberlain.

PL Jasper Stone Charlestown Mass

Example to illustrate an
1857 model private
label.
This is an ordinary 11
jewel P.S. Bartlett grade
with no upgrading.
Note the watch appears
to be a bit out of
adjustment.

This watch uses the train and
escapement from a KW16. The
unique plates are the subject of
the patent.

Woerd’s Dustproof
Patent Model

Franklin C. Adams No. [1] dated
1874. Probably made from a
nickel KW16 ebauche.
The dial is from the Waltham or
O’Hara dial company ca 1886, in
a custom display case.

Adams Spring Detent
Chronometer

1883 Model Employee Upgrade
Crescent Street grade which was
the highest grade produced in the
model.
Jewelling upgraded to 20 jewels
with particularly deep red rubies
except for the balance end stone.

This example is a private
label with a finish similar
to the Railroader grade or
the Wilson Brothers King
of the Road private label.

1883 Private Label J.
Edward Wilson

John J. Dolan’s
Watch

1884 model from a run of Royal grade
finished at a much higher level with jewel
count increased to 18 jewels.
The pillar plate has an added ring to make it 16 size.
The American Waltham Watch Co script signature is
unusual and may be unique to this watch.

John J. Dolan’s Watch
O’Hara had just joined the Waltham Dial Co. which later became the O’Hara Dial
Co. at the time this watch was made.
The personalized dial is an especially nice example of O’Hara’s work in the dial
business

Dolan’s spread 1884 model is
housed in an extra heavy
sculptured case with a fancy
bow and glazed cuvette.
The total weight of case and
movement is 80 dwt.
Threaded
detent
stem

John J. Dolan’s Watch

